Allison Messier, a professional singer and graduate of New England Conservatory, is offering voice lessons at a discounted rate to members of the Mitchell College/Thames Community on the Mitchell Campus.

Contact the Music Program about Lesson Days/Times

- **Mitchell/Thames Student Special Rate:**
  - 60 Minute Lesson $45 *(recommended)*
  - 30 Minute Lesson $25

Voice lessons are available to those who wish to discover their own distinct voice, develop it, and learn to care for it.

*Lessons are also available for wind and brass instruments and guitar.*

“Learning and maintaining healthy technique is a lifelong journey; it is my goal to help students use their voices comfortably and with confidence. This includes working on breath connection, even tone production, phrasing, and the formation and placement of vowels and consonants. I am also committed to helping students work toward music literacy, and improve their skills in reading musical notation. All of these tools give the student a foundation upon which they can grow into the musical artist they aspire to be.”

– Allison Messier

For more information on Allison visit [allisonmessier.com](http://allisonmessier.com)

To schedule a lesson or if you have any questions, email Jonathan Babbitt at babbitt_j@mitchell.edu or call/text (401) 864-9009